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A new property of NP sets called commitability is introduced in this paper. Roughly, a language 
L in NP is commitable if given any instance x and any string y, a string z can be found in 
polynomial time such that t is in L iff y is a prefix of a witness of x in the context of a PTIME 
relation that defines L. It is shown that all NP sets complete under polynomial-time many-one 
reductions are commitable. 
Commitability can be seen as a generalization of d-self-reducibility. Every d-self-reducible set 
is commitable and yet, commitability retains an important aspect of d-self-reducibility: the tree 
search method of Berman is shown to be extendible to commitable sets. Therefore, certain known 
resr ;its about reductions to co-sparse sets and p-selective sets generalize from d-self-reducible sets 
to ~.Wimitable sets. 
The connection with paddability is as follows: Every paddable and commitable set is shown 
to k,e d-self-reducible. It is also shown that paddability in NP implies kernel constructibility, 
whit? was introduced elsewhere to capture a notion of self-reducibility more general than 
d-selL-reducibility. 
1. Introemtion 
IR this paper we introduce a property called commitability which is exhibited by 
many sets in NP including all s L-complete ones. What we have attempted to capture 
in commitability is a common enough phenomenon and may be illustrated in the 
context of the language of Hamiltonian graphs as follows. Given a graph G, and a 
set El of edges of G, it is not difficult to obtain another graph H such that H is 
Hamiltonian iff G has a Hamiltonian circuit that includes all edges in E,. Thus, 
for this NP language, our ‘“commitment” toadrds a kind of “solution” (in looking 
for a Hamiltonian circuit that includes E, entirely) can be reflected in the membership 
question of the language itself. We give the formal definition of commitability in 
Section 3. 
* This paper was presented at the Eighth Conference on Foundations of Software Technology and 
Theoretical Computer Science (Pune, 1988) and selected for publication by K.V. Nori. 
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The main reason why commitability may be consit’ered interesting is because of 
its relation to disjunctive self-reducibility, d-self-reducibility for short. Commitability 
is a more extensive property than d-self-reducibility: we show that every d-self- 
reducible set is commitable. Yet, commitability captures an important aspect of 
d-self-reducibility which has been used variously, e.g. in [4, 6, 9, 141. In a certain 
sense, therefore, this new notion is a generalization of d-self-reducibility. 
Two other notions are of relevance here: padding and kernel constructibility. 
(The latter captures a form of self-reducibility weaker than d-self-reducibility.) We 
prove some connecting results, e.g. we show that every paddable set is kernel 
constructible and that if a set is both paddable and commitabte, then it is also 
d-self-reducible. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the preliminaries. Section 3 
introduces commitabihty and proves some basic results about this concept. Section 
4 gives some connecting results. In Section 5, we show how commitability manages 
to retain an important structural aspect of d-self-reducibility. Concluding remarks 
are given in Section 6. 
The notion of padding in the context of polynomial time was introduced by 
Berman and Hartmanis [5]. 
oition 2.1. A set A is said to be paddable if there exist polynomial-time com- 
putable functions SA, D\ and Di such that 
ok Y) CDZ(SA(X, Y)) = xl, w, Y) P2A(s,k YN =vl* 
In the original definition [S] for paddability, existence of Dfi was not insisted 
upon. However, as noted by ahaney and Young [ll], existence of 0: follows 
from the other two functions. 
Berman and Hartmanis [S] also introduced the notion of p-isomorphism which 
is very helpful in showing structural similarities of sets in NP. 
Two sets A c Z*, B c r* are said to be p-isomorphic if there exists 
to T* such that f is a G $reduction of A to B and f-i is a 
where both f and f-’ are polynomial-time computable. 
e important fact connecting paddability and is given by the 
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Theorem 2.3 (Berman and I-Iartmanis [S], Mahaney and Young [ll]). If two sets 
A, B satisfy 
(i) A S: and B==zA, and 
(ii) both A and B are paddable, 
then A and B are p-isomorphic. 
The notion of self-reducibility, a property found in many natural NP sets, has 
been investigated in many contexts, see e.g. [lo, 12, 14, 31. Here we shall use 
disjunctive self-reducibility, d-self-reducibility for short. 
Definition 2.4 (Meyer and Paterson [lo], Selman [ 141, Balcazar [3]). A set A is 
d-self-reducible if there is a deterministic polynomial-time oracle Turing Machine 
M, such that A = L(M, A) (that is, the language accepted by 1M with A as the oracle 
set is A itself) with JU satisfying the following: 
(i) On input X, M either does not query the oracle at all, or if it does, then x is 
in A iff any ol the queried strings is in A. 
(ii) On input d 1M can query only those strings which are strictly less than x in 
an a priori fixed partial order t, where c satisfies: 
(a) It is decidable in polynomial time whether or not y c z is true. 
(b) Every strictly decreasing chain is finite, and is bounded in length by a 
polynomial p in the length of its maximum element in the partial order, and 
(c) If Y ~2 then IYI 6 q(l4), 
p( 0) and q( l ) being fixed polynomials. 
The following shows why the above concept is interesting in the contex: of NP 
(see e.g. [ 141). 
Proposition 2.5 (Selman [ B4]). Every set in P is d-se&reducible. Every d-self-reducible 
set is in NP. All known natural NP-complete sets are d-self-reducible. 
We shall need another concept, called kernel constructibility. This also attempts 
to capture the self-reducibility phenomenon, but in a weaker form than d-self- 
reducibility. 
was [ 1, 21). A set is kernel constructible if there is 
verifiable relation A where 
and xRAy then ye 
(iii) For all x E A - , there exist yl, y2, . . . 9 yn such that y, E 
x and each ]yil and n is less than or e 
1 and a constructing relation for respectively. 
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It can be easily shown that the following proposition holds. 
roposition 2.7. Every d-self-reducible set is kernel constructible. 
3. Commitability 
In the rest of the paper we assume a fixed alphabet C = (0, l), unless otherwise 
specified. 
or every set A in NP, by definition, there exists a polynomial-time verifiable 
relation RA such that 
x E A ifi (3~) [Ivl ~p(lxl) A x RA VI 
where p( l ) is some fixed polynomial. The string y is called a witness of x that sees 
x in A in the context of the relation R,+ RA is called a defining relation for the NP 
set A. Clearly, one can trivially modify RA to R f, , such that 
Thus, without loss of generality, one can assume that every NP set A has a defining 
relation RA such that none of the witnesses with respect o RA for elements of A 
begins with a 1. We call such a relation an eligible relation and the corresponding 
witnesses eligible witnesses. 
efinitisn 3,L A set A in NP with an eligible defining relation RA is said to be 
commitable if there exists a polynomial-time computable function C,, CA : C* x C* + 
Z”, such that 
(Vx, y) [ C,Jx, y) E A iff either y is a witness of x with respect to the 
eligible relation RA or y0 is a prefix of a witness 
of x with respect o the eligible relation RA]. 
(Some reasons for defining commitability in the above manner are discussed in a 
note in Section 4 after the proof of Thoerem 4.1.) 
Commitability is a natural phenomenon in very many NP sets. Consider, for 
example, SAT, the set of satisfiable propositional formulae in conjunctive normal 
form. A witness of a member x of SAT can be taken to be a bit string that codes a 
satisfying truth assignment to x; the ith bit of the witness is 0 if the ith variable (of 
the set of variables occurring in x) is set to false in the satisfying truth assignment, 
otherwise it is 1. Now, any binary string u may be regarded as a commitment for 
an instance x, in the sense that one is looking for a witness v for x such that u is 
a prefix of v. SAT can be regarded as “commitable” since this commitment can be 
reflected in the membership question of SAT itself; we can obtain an instance y of 
SAT such that y is in SAT iff u is a prefix of some witness of x. (y can be obtained 
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from x and u by substituting in x the truth values of the partial assignment specified 
by u and then performing trivial simplifications. We are assuming that 1 uI 6 n, where 
n is the number of variables occurring in x.) We can obtain a commitment function 
for SAT as per Definition 3.1 that would first check if 5r is of the form 0~ then 
generate instance J from x and a commitment of v0, along the lines discussed 
above. Thus. we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.2. SAT is commitable. 
Many other sets in NP, both complete and otherwise, can be shown with equal 
ease to be commitable. A nontrivial result is that the set ISa3 of pairs of isomorphic 
graphs is commitable. This can be obtained by using the idea used by Schniirr to 
demonstrate that IS0 is self-transformable [ 121. 
All NP-complete sets are commitable, 
Proposition 3.3. 1f A s L B, and B s g A 
Proof. Letf reduce A to B and g reduce 
for the following proposition holds. 
and A is commitable, then so is B. 
B to A. Let CA be a commitment function 
for A. Clearly, for a witness that will see x in B, we can use a string which is a 
witness that sees g(x) in A. Therefore, the following C, is a commitment function 
for B: 
Gk Y) =fGkb), YJh 0 
Corollary 3.4. All NP-complete sets are commitable. 
Proof. Follows from Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 and the NP-completeness of SAT. q 
It is interesting to note that with respect o d-self-reducibility or kernel constructi- 
bility, only a weaker statement is known to hold [ 141: All paddable NP-complete 
sets are d-self-reducible (and hence kernel constructible). This is because in the 
proof p-isomorphism is invoked. Thus, sets which are complete but not known to 
be paddable, e.g. k-creative sets [7], are not known to be kernel constructible, 
though, from Corollary 3.4, we have that even such sets are commitable. 
Every d-self-reducible set is commitable. 
Let A be a d-self-r 
definition of d-self-r 
definitions. 
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nitio .2 (Selman [ 141). The self-reducing tree for every x in C* is defined as 
follows: The root of the tree is X. For each node y in the tree, its children are those 
elements of C* which are queried by M on input y. These children are ordered 
left-to-right in their canonical order. 
We define the address of each node in such a tree as follows. 
nitio .3. The address of the root in the self-reducibility tree is the empty string 
E. For any other node y, if y is the smallest child of its parent, then the address of 
00 where v is the address of the parent of y. Otherwise the address of y is UP 
ere u is the address of the sibling of y which is immediately smaller than y. 
The following claims are easy consequences of these definitions: 
(1) The length of the address tring of any node in the self-reducing tree of x is 
bounded above by p(jx)), where p( l ) is some fixed polynomial. 
(2) Let u be the address of some node y in a self-reducing tree. The address of 
a node z has the prefix u0 iff z is a descendent of y in the tree. 
We define eligible witnesses for the members of our d-self-reducible set A as 
follows (the corresponding eligible relation will be clear from the context). 
A (binary) string u is said to be an eligible witness of x in A if u is 
the address of a leaf node v in the self-reducing tree for X, where v is a member 
of A. 
The above clearly satisfies the requirements for an eligible witness, because given 
u we can verify in polynomial time that v is a descendent of x in the tree and v is 
in A, and because if x is not a leaf node then its witness must begin with a 0. 
Finally, we define a commitment function CA for A. Let w be a fixed string not 
in A. We define: C&, y) is w if y is not an address of any node in the self-reducing 
tree for X, otherwise CA@, y) is that node in the tree whose address is y. 
Note that we can check in polynomial time whether or not y is a valid address 
by constructing a portion of the tree, as specified by the successive prefixes of y, 
until we go off the tree or find the node whose address is y. 
To see that CA( 9, l ) is indeed a commitment function, we argue as follows. 
Suppose y0 is a prefix of an eligible witness of X. Then there is a leaf node v which 
and whose address has prefix y0. Then from claim (2) above, the node at 
y is an ancestor of v. ence this node is also in A. On the other hand, 
there is no leaf node which is in A whose address has a prefix y0. Then 
claim (2), no descendent of the node at address y is a leaf node which is in 
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te. For an x in the d-self-reducible set A, what we are using as a witness of x is 
a binary string that codes a sequence yl, y,, . a . , yk, where y, = X, yk is an element 
of A which the oracle Turing machine accepts without any queries to the oracle, 
and each yi+l is a child of yi in the self-reducing tree for X. One may wonder why 
we are not using this cequence itself as a witness and define a more direct commitment 
function CA in the following manner: Given x and y_ where y = (yl , y2,. . . , yj), let 
C,(x, y) be yi provided y1 = x and each Y,+~ is a child of yi in the self-reducing tree 
for x. The problem occurs when yl = x and yi+l is a child of yj for 1 s i s j - 2, but 
yi is not a child of yj_1, though yj-1 has some m children each with yj as a proper 
prefix. Then x is in A iff any of these m children is in A, but we do not have a 
unique string to which C&, y) may be mapped. 
A way out is to stop using prefixes of arbitrary witnesses as such in the definition 
of CA and look for witnesses in which we can introduce separator symbols after 
the prefix. Whatever is between this separator and the previous one can now be 
regarded as a full specification of a node in the self-reducing tree, and may not be 
a proper substring of one. 
The proof above shows that a single bit can act in the role of a separator, and 
thus gives us a commitment function of the kind we have defined for each d-self- 
reducible set. 
It can now be appreciated why we chose not to define commitability directly as 
( ) * (VX, y) [CA@, y) E A iff y is a prefix of 
a witness of x]. 
To wit, we do not know how to prove Theorem 4.1 with this more direct definition 
of commitability. When a single bit is added to a partial witness, it may not always 
be possible to clearly specify what additional commitment is being made. 
However, the function specified in (*) above exists in most natural cases and 
from such a function it is easy to construct a commitment function as per 
Definition 3.1. 
With our commitment function, we are unable to extend Theorem 4.1 to kernel 
constructible sets as well. We need, it seems, at least two bits for a separator. If we 
weaken the commitment function to, say, 
( ) ** (VX, y) [CA& y) E A iff either y . is an eiigible witness of x or yO0 
is a prefix of an eligible witness of x], 
then it can be shown that every kernel constructible language has such a commitment 
function. However, it turns out that all sets in NP satisfy (**). alogous notions 
do not seem to be interesting. 
. If a set is paddable as well as commitable then it is also d-self- 
roof. Let A be paddable and commitable with a commitment 
show the d-self-reducibility of 
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Let # be a symbol not in C. We define A, as A, = {x#y#z 1 C,(x, y) E A}. 
Let RA be a polynomial-time verifiable relation for A which sees A in NP with 
eligible witnesses and let p~( l ) be a polynomial bound on the length of witnesses. 
Now, AsLA,,,, for given an x&S *, if E is not a witness of x (we can check this 
easily, and if it is a witness, account for it separately): x E A iff x# # E A,. Also, 
A, S: A, because x#y#z E A, iff C,&, y) E A. Further, A,,, is clearly paddable. 
Thus, the two sets A and A,, are paddable and each polynomially reduces to the 
other. Therefore, from Theorem 2.3, we have that A and A, are p-isomorphic with 
some suitable bijection $: Z* + (C v { #})*. 
Next, we show that A, is d-self-reducible. Let 





Let an oracle Turing machine M,,, with oracle A, execute the following algorithm: 
On input x: 
u#v# w A RA( u, v) then accept x 
else if x = u#v# w A [(Id =p,(lul) A - RA( u, v)) v Iv1 > p,4(lul)] then reject x 
else construct g,(x) and query the oracle for each element of g,(x), accepting 
x iff at least one element of gJx) is accepted by the oracle for A,. 
It can be seen that A-&,, defines a d-self-reducibility for A,. (Here, the partial 
order that is used is the reflexive, transitive closure of the relation cw defined above.) 
The d-self-reducibility of A follows from the p-isomorphism of A and A,. 0 
6. The class of commitable sets is the class obtained from the class of 
d-self-reducible s ts with closure under = &. 
Follows from Theorems 4.1 and 4.5 and the fact that paddable sets exist in 
each Sk-degree. 0 
Theorem 4.5 may be contrasted with the following one which shows that paddabil- 
ity on its own guarantees a kind of self-reducibility, viz. kernel constructibility. 
.7. Every paddable set in NP is kernel constructible. 
e paddable and let A be a polynomial-time verifiable relation 
Y) IIYI s PClXl> A x 
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where p( l ) is some fixed polynomial. Let SA, Df, snd 0; be a set of padding 
functions for A. 
We demonstrate kernel constructibility of A by exhibiting KA, a kernel and QA, 
a constructing relation for A. Define KA as x E KA iff @&c) RA D:(x). 
The relation QA is defined as follows: 
If D:(x) is undefined 
then S&X, 0) QA x as well as S,&, 1) QA x. 
Otherwise, let u = D\(x) and v = D:(x). 
If Wp(l I) u or if Iv1 =&I) and u RA v does not hold, 
then S,&, 0) QA x as well as SA(x, 1) QA x. 
On the other hand, if Iv] <p(Iul), then we define S,( U, v0) QA x as well as 
SAY VI) Q/,x. 
This completes the definition of QA. 
It is clear that, for every non-kernel member x of A, there exist y, , y2, . . . , yn-, , yn 
suchthaty@Lyl QAYZ,YZ QA.YW=~,Y~--~ Q~~~andy,QAx,wherenC2*p((xl) 
and each yi is bounded in length by some fixed polynomial in the length of x. This 
proves, therefore, that A is kernel constructible. Cl 
5. Commitability captures an aspect of d=wlf-re 
Commitability incorporates in essence a structural feature of d-self-reducible sets 
which is the basis of certain important results on reductions of d-self-reducible sets 
or their complements to sparse sets [4,6,9]. The form this feature takes in commitable 
sets is the existence of what may be termed as the commitment tree. 
Definition 5.1. Let A be a commitable set with CA a commitment function for A in 
the context of an eligible defining relation RA. We assume here, without loss of 
generality, that if x is in A, then every witness of x with respect o RA is exactly of 
length &I), where p( l ) is a fixed polynomial. Then, for an x in Z*, the commitment 
free TX for x is as follows: The root of TX is labeled c,&, E) and its address is E. 
The label of a node with address y is C,& y). If the label of a node in the tree is 
C,& y) with Iyl <p(lxl), then the node is an internal node which will have r children 
labeled CA(X, yO), CA(X, yOl), CA(X, yO1 l), . . . , C,(X, ~01’~‘), with addresses y0, 
yo1, yo11,. . . , y01’-l respectively, arranged left to right in that order, where 
r = P<lXl> - IYL 
The following claim can easily be seen to hold for a tree as above. 
The depth of TX is bounded 6y a p 
one Lan verify in time polynomial in 
(given x and the address of the leaf no 
iff at least one of its children has a la 
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Because of the above lemma, the tree search method of Berman [4] is applicable 
to commitable sets as well, and we can use the method to prove the following result 
analogous to one by Fortune [6]. 
.3. If the complement of Q commitable set A is G k-reducible to a sparse 
set, then A is in 
It appears that commitable sets are, in some sense, close to self-l-helper sets [8] 
and sets in NP with self-computable witnesses 133. Balcazar proves [3] that the 
latter two classes of sets are identical. Commitability, however, appears to be a 
stronger notion. For if A has self-computable witnesses, then for x in A, we can 
compute in polynomial time using A as oracle a witness for x, but if A is commitable, 
then for x in A, we can compute in time n * ~(1x1) using A as oracle all witnesses 
for x, where p( l ) is a polynomial and n is the number of witnesses for x. 
Though all P- and NP-complete sets are commitable, it is reasonable to believe 
that there are sets in NP- P which are not commitable. For, if E # NE then there 
are p-selective sets in NP- P [ 131; however, such a set cannot be commitable as 
one can easily show that if a set is p-selective as well as commitable then it is in P. 
Can we construct a noncommitable set under the weaker assumption P# NP? 
We are grateful to the referees of FST & TCS 8 for their critical comments which 
helped us in removing a couple of errors and also in improving the presentation. 
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